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nation of southern mar 05 2007nbsp;geneticists who have tested dna throughout the british isles are struck by the 
overall genetic similarities Genes, Peoples, and Languages: 

0 of 0 review helpful One of the First Books Using New DNA Science By Carl Robinson This book is one of the first 
books to arrange the human family based on the advances in DNA science which occurred in the 1990s and apply it to 
people and languages A cheap shot here as a result the information and interpretations are a bit dated but much of the 
information is pretty insightful This is a highly technical boo Luigi Luca Cavalli Sforza was among the first to ask 
whether the genes of modern populations contain a historical record of the human species Cavalli Sforza and others 
have answered this question anticipated by Darwin with a decisive yes Genes Peoples and Languages comprises five 
lectures that serve as a summation of the author s work over several decades the goal of which has been nothing less 
than tracking the past 100 000 years of human evolution Cavalli Sfo com Jared Diamond says It would be a slight 
exaggeration to say that L L Cavalli Sforza studies everything about everybody because actually he is only interested 
in what genes languages archaeology and culture can teach us about the history and migr 
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founders who entered europe from the near east in the upper paleolithic era 45000 years  review mar 20 2015nbsp;the 
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